GERMANY

Germany,
an economic giant
slowly waking up
to blockchain’s
potential
In early 2017, on the back of growing German media
attention for the rapidly rising value of Bitcoin,
the Bavarian Centre for Digitization (ZD.B) organised
the first BICC Talk, which brings together SMEs and
blockchain experts. That day the conference room at
the Technical University in Munich was packed with a
lively mix of lawyers, researchers, startups and
established high-tech companies. It felt like the start
of an era for blockchain in Germany. But while that is
in some ways true, until now the technology has not
taken off in Germany quite how many have predicted
or hoped.
Slow adopters
Given blockchain’s potential to revolutionize banking
systems and business models, German companies
across sectors are naturally keeping a close eye on
developments. However, a recent major study by
BITKOM, Germany’s digital association, revealed that
while 82% of its members expect new business models
to come out of blockchain technology for their own
business, only 2% are actually using blockchain today.
One explanation for this slow adoption rate is Germany’s
relatively mediocre performance internationally in terms
of digitization. Though this picture varies by sector with
the IT, financial and high-quality services sectors having
the highest digitization rates, and the automotive sector
also rising quickly; mechanical engineering and logistics
score below average; and the healthcare and government
sectors generally score low.
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Blockchain technology
is still in its infancy
in Germany, but with
awareness rising
some see this as the
ideal time to explore
collaboration
opportunities with
German partners.
Importance recognised
Nevertheless, the German government does recognize
blockchain’s potential. At a state level, initiatives such
as BayernDigital II and Blockchain Dialog Niedersachsen
are encouraging the transfer of blockchain technology
knowledge to SMEs. At a federal level, the Ministries of
Economic Affairs & Energy (BMWi) and Finance (BMF),
are aware of the potential impact of blockchain on the
financial and industrial sectors. They developed a
national blockchain strategy due for publication later
this year.
Across the German private sector, too, there is a lot of
activity at the research, startup and proof-of-concept
level, with large concentrations of blockchain startups
and application centres emerging in Berlin, Munich,
Frankfurt and Hamburg.
Different sectors, different issues
An overview of the state-of-play in some of Germany’s
key sectors:
Financial & Insurance
With trust and efficiency amongst blockchain’s key
benefits, the financial and insurance sector is actively
looking at blockchain applications. The Technical
University of Darmstadt has worked with industry
partners to set up a research, training and pilot Center
for Secure Distributed Ledgers and Contracts, focused
on cryptography and cybersecurity. Startup incubator
and accelerator, Techquartier, houses many blockchain
companies, including Blockchain Helix. They specialise
in identity verification. Another success story is
Munich-based ETHERISC who developed a decentralized
insurance protocol with insurance company AON.
Industry
The industry in southern Germany has set up various
pilots to investigate blockchain’s potential, such as the
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automotive industry’s Mobility Open Blockchain
Initiative (MOBI). Porsche is now using blockchain for
their parking applications. BMW is looking into using
it to ensure their cobalt supply chain is trustworthy.
Genesis Mining and Protocol Labs are companies
providing blockchain tools in response to the interest
of many companies in using blockchain to track
product sources. The nationally-funded research
project, HANSEBLOC, focuses on logistics and supply
chain management systems research.
Energy
The blockchain initiative on energy (BCI-E) has mapped
the country’s various energy-related blockchain
projects, many of which are investigating the use of
micro-grids. An example of a Dutch-German project is
TenneT and Sonnen e.Services. Energy is temporarily
stored in housing and industrial storage systems used
when specific areas require more energy.
Public sector
Use of blockchain in the public sector remains almost
non-existent in Germany, with most investment in
fundamental R&D. However, there are some exciting
initiatives at state level: North Rhine-Westphalia has
enabled citizens to use blockchain technology to verify

all data published by the state via the open NRW-Portal.
And in Thüringen, the finance ministry is working with
the national printing press (Bundesdrückerei) on an
identity verification concept that will let people access
their personal data.
Next steps promising
Blockchain is unlikely to change German industrial,
financial or public sectors in the near future.
The technology remains in its infancy here and local
branches of the Blockchain Bundesverband association
are only slowly taking shape. Also recent research by
Technopolis into the opportunities for Dutch companies
in the German blockchain sector found many initiatives
still in their early stages.
But things can change quickly, and with awareness
in the country rising, this is the ideal time to step in
and explore collaboration opportunities with German
partners. In which case, a good starting point would
be the various blockchain hubs already emerging in
Berlin, Hamburg, Frankfurt and Munich.
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